Discover Research
at Meta

Building community
requires constant
innovation
Our mission of giving people the power to build community and
bring the world closer together requires constant innovation.
That’s where research comes in.

We believe the most interesting research questions are derived
from real-world problems. Our expert teams of scientists and
engineers work quickly and collaboratively to build smarter, more
meaningful experiences on a global scale by solving the most
challenging technology problems, as well as look toward the future.

People at Meta
Research

Areas of research
We seek to solve tough problems that impact billions of people across a
spectrum of research areas. Visit research.facebook.com to learn more.

Tackling the world’s most complex technology challenges
requires a diverse set of backgrounds and perspectives.
That’s why it’s important that our workforce reflects the diversity
of the people we serve. Hiring people with different backgrounds
and points of view helps us make better decisions, build better
products, and create better experiences for everyone.
Our open culture and diverse teams of experts, along with our
emphasis on academic collaboration and open sharing model,
provide a unique chance to grow as a researcher and engineer
while directly contributing new ideas and technologies that impact
the experiences of billions of people around the world.

2.85B
Meta researchers impact the experiences of over
2.85 billion people around the globe who use
Facebook every month.
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What We Build

We solve problems
that impact billions

At Meta, research permeates everything we do—from
keeping people safe on our platform to improving data
center efficiency. The products we work on empower
billions of people around the world to share ideas, offer
support, and make a difference.

A Q U IC K S NA P S H OT O F S O M E O F O U R
R EC E NT P ROJ EC T S

1
U ND E R S TA ND ING S O C IA L
C O M PA R IS O N O N FAC E B O O K
Social comparison is a foundational
human process that we all can relate to.
Meta researchers examined the question
of whether social media is making it
worse. They conducted a large, rigorous
international study to try to answer
that question, while looking for design
opportunities that could promote more
positivity and well-being on the platform.
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HE L PIN G TO B RI NG GREENER
T ELECO M IN F R ASTRUC TU RE

A D D R E S S ING A LG O R IT H M IC B IA S

Project SEISMIC aims to bring a more
sustainable connectivity to rural regions of
the world. To prove their research concept,
Meta researchers collaborated with several
telecom partners to implement Project
SEISMIC in rural Peru.

Composed of over 45,000 videos
from 3,000+ participants, the Casual
Conversations data set is designed to help
researchers evaluate their computer vision
and audio models for accuracy across a
diverse set of ages, genders, apparent skin
tones, and ambient lighting conditions.
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D R IV IN G IN N OVATI ON I N ENERGYE FF I CIE N T T ECH NOLOGY

S U P P O R T ING P U B L IC H E A LT H
R E S E A RC H D U R ING T H E C OV ID -1 9
PA ND E M IC

To foster research in data center efficiency
and sustainability, Meta sponsored the
Institute for Energy Efficiency at UC Santa
Barbara with a gift of $1.5 million over three
years to drive efficiency in key workloads
such as AI/ML training and inference, and
is also partnering with UCSB to develop
highly efficient coherent optical links for
data transmission.

We partnered with Carnegie Mellon
University and the University of Maryland
to invite people to participate in surveys
about COVID-19 symptoms and risk factors.
We use the survey data on our map, and we
also show other publicly available aggregate
data to provide a more holistic view of the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Academic Community
Outreach
R E SE ARC H FUNDI NG OPPORTUN I TI E S
Several times a year, we invite academics to propose research
in specific areas that align with our mission. Calls for proposals
align to specific areas of research and individual awards vary from
around $50,000 to $100,000.
ME TA F E LLOWSHI P PROGRA M
The Meta Fellowship is a global program designed to encourage
and support promising doctoral students who are engaged in
innovative and relevant research in areas related to computer
science and engineering at an accredited university. Applications
open every year in August. Winners are typically announced the
following January. Learn more on the Fellowship Program page.

